
Natural Disasters 

It's too late. No matter how hard we try, it is impossible to live peace with nature. 

Because for our living we take resources and, don't give them back. You can say natural 

disasters as Mother Nature complaining for us (or to us). You will never believe it's 

overwhelming power. Humans are actually really powerful, comparing to little tiny you on 

google earth, and ginormous earth were living on. I personally think "the end of the world 

" is true. No matter you agree or not, I think it's going to end by either scorching ash or 

earthquake. Because I learned about Pangea( the plates) and since they move every some 

years or so, it might move again in future. And why I choose scorching ash? Because I just 

thought it was deadly! 

Now let's get on topic. Natural Disasters! There are actually more Natural Disasters 

on earth then you think! The ones that you know are Earthquakes, Tornados, tsunami, 

volcano and Avalanche. DEADLY! But did you know you could escape from them! Here 

is a little story: 

         In 1986 in China, a tornado picked up twelve schoolchildren and carried them 

through the air for 12 miles (19km). When it put them down again, they were completely 

unharmed! 

  This story kind of let me think that tornados are actually fun, not deadly. But what 

the tornado is "made" out of is actually a water sprout that moves over water. When the 

sprout stops spinning, fish from the water may rain down from the clouds! 

Earthquake, what I talked about before, Pangaea. The plate moves, and what scientist 

told you about how big the earthquake is. that is how far the plate moves, normally they 

don't move that far. The hot spot that an earthquake happens the most is in Canada, 

U.S.A,Mexico, and any South America places. Interesting! (NOT) 

 Hurricanes are the world's fiercest storms. Their winds can tor up (or rip up) trees, 

blow down houses, kill people and send seawater surging far ashore. At Taiwan we call 

them "typhoon". We always see the swirls shape from news. The center of a hurricane is 

called the eye. Winds in the eye are fairly calm. When the eye passes over you, you may 

even be able to see blue sky or stars! It may seem as if the Hurricane is over, but really 

you're in the middle! 

Volcano entrusts. We all know that. We also know that it blurts out high temperature 

lava. Volcano can kill living things in seconds. But did you know the smokes that comes 

out the volcano (ash) kills people too? I didn't know that!  

          This is how volcano entuptes. 

1. The plate moves 



2. Think of the iner core of the earth. 

3. When the plate moves, the iner core lava burst out of the volcano! 

          You want to escape? Possible! 

Did you know some type of lava travel slower than you walk. Others speed along at up to 

31 miles(50 km) per hour! 

          Droughts, are what we seen on TV it's like forest fire, extremely dry plants. A 

drought is a period of hot, dry weather that may go on for months or even years . During  a 

serious drought, steams an wells dry up, crops die, and soil turns into dry dust. drought 

normally happens at Africa. The Sahel is a region on the Southern edge of the Sahara 

desert in Africa. For up to tree years at a time, this hot dusty area may have no rain at all. 

                                              THE END 

I hope you learned something in my report. 

by: Tiffany 

 


